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roller knife / forkrocker knife

■   rocker knife and fork with
comfort grip; cut food
with knife then use fork
end for eating

 61-0070 knife/fork  20.00 

■   roller knife / fork with
comfort grip

 61-0071 knife/fork  27.50 

■   cut meat with rocker
motion using only one
hand

■   curved blade, solid handle
 61-0072 rocker knife  7.50 

■   cut meat with rocking
motion using only one
hand

 61-0073 meat cutter knife  7.00 

cutting board

■   white food-grade polypropylene cutting board
■   stainless steel spikes hold food in place for cutting
■   ½" high corner guards
■   4 suction cups anchor board
 61-0200 board, 12" x 12"  35.00 

Hand-to-Hand™ mug

■   contoured grip; easy to hold with one or two hands
■   double-wall protects hands from heat and cold while

maintaining inside temperature
■   holds 10 oz
■   top rack dishwasher and microwave (cup only) safe

 60-1070       cup and lid                                 17.50 
 60-1071       cup only                                     12.50 
 60-1072       replacement lid                            2.50 

Thumbs-Up™ cup

■   design aids in raising cup without wrist motion
■   thumbs-on grip reduces spilling due to trembling
■   double-wall design protects hands from heat and cold

while retaining liquid temperatures
■   top rack dishwasher and microwave safe
■   holds 8 oz
 60-1060    cup and lid                                       15.00 
 60-1061    replacement lid                                  4.25 

■   insulated cup and mug keep
food/drink warm or cold

■   weighted base helps with hand
tremors

■   mug color is granite, cup is blue
insulated
 60-1080    insulated mug, no-spill lid, 12 oz       9.50 
 60-1085    insulated cup, no-spill lid, 8 oz         13.00 
 60-1086    insulated cup, tube lid, 8 oz             12.50 

weighted
 60-1200     weighted mug, no-spill lid, 12 oz      22.50 
 60-1205     weighted cup, no-spill lid, 8 oz          25.00 
 60-1206     weighted cup, tube lid, 8 oz              27.50 

lids
 60-1090    no-spill lid for cup/mug, 3 each          9.00 
 60-1091    tube lid for cup/mug, 3 each            15.50 

weighted base cup

insulated mug

meat cutter knife

specialty knives

rocker knife / fork

FEI Retail, PO Box 1076, White Plains, New York 10602 USA
tel: 888-211-5242  914-407-0150      orders@FEIretail.com      fax: 888-211-5765  914-407-0151
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